This paper studies scaling out/in to cope with load surges. Given a graph G that is vertex-partitioned and distributed across n processors, it is to add (resp. remove) k processors and re-distribute G across n + k (resp. n − k) processors such that the load among the processors is balanced, and its replication factor and migration cost are minimized.
INTRODUCTION
In the real world, an e-commerce system often experiences load surges. For instance, its load during Christmas and Valentine's Day is often much heavier, not to mention sales triggered by unexpected hot events. This gives rise to a natural question: how many processors should we allocate to such a system? Obviously, maintaining sufficient resources just to meet peak requirements is too costly [6] .
This highlights the need for dynamic scaling. It is to adaptively scale out and in, i.e., add and remove processors when load jumps up and down, respectively, to improve resource Challenges. Dynamic scaling is, however, quite hard. To see this, consider an e-commerce system that employs n processors and maintains a graph G that models transactions. To maintain scalability, G is evenly partitioned into fragments and distributed across n processors for load balancing. Moreover, to reduce communication cost, it is often necessary to minimize the replication factor, i.e., the copies of vertices that reside in different processors. When k processors are added or removed, it is often a must to re-partition G such that in addition to load balancing and minimum replication factor, the migration cost is minimized, i.e., the amount of data moved from one processor to another.
Example 1: Consider the graph G = (V, E) in Fig. 1 (a) . It has two types of nodes: user nodes u1, . . . , u6 and product nodes p1, . . . , p5. In Fig. 1 (a) , the edge set of G is split into two parts by a partition Π1. Observe the following.
(1) The partition quality of Π1 is usually measured by both balance factor and replication factor. (a) The balance factor controls that the size of each fragment is not too far from the average. Imbalanced partitions often lead to skewness and stragglers, which slow down computations. For ≥ 0, a partition is -balanced if each fragment is bounded by (1 + )|E|/n . For Π1, = 0 since the size of each part is at most (1 + )|E|/2 = 8. (b) Its replication factor ∂(Π1) = 16/11, defined as the ratio of total occurrences of nodes in different fragments to the total number |V | of nodes in G. The smaller ∂(Π1) is, the better partition Π1 is.
Consider scaling out Π1 by adding k = 3 processors to n = 2. When = 0, the size of each fragment is at most 4. Such a partition Π2 is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . To get Π2 from Π1, one has to move 9 edges, e.g., the edges relative to u2, u3, u5 and u6, to new processors. Hence the migration cost from Π1 to Π2 is 9. Its replication factor is ∂(Π2) = 23/11. (2) Given , it is not easy to scale out Π1 while minimizing replication factor f and migration cost m. These factors interact with each other, e.g., when = 0, (a) to balance load, the minimum cost is 8 (different from the cost 9 for Π2); (b) when moving 8 edges, the best f we can get is 20/11; but (c) to get an optimal f = 18/11, we need to move 12 edges. It is also nontrivial to identify which edges to be moved.
Moreover, graph G has to be re-partitioned in parallel. This is because G is already partitioned across a cluster of machines (e.g., by Π1 above); moreover, when G is large, it is not realistic to re-partition G by a single machine.
2
We show that dynamic scaling is NP-complete. It remains intractable even when (a) the number k of processors added or removed during scaling is a constant, and (b) we put no restriction on either balance factor or migration cost.
While there has been work on dynamic scaling [6, 46, 42, 29, 32, 40] , few of these considered how to adaptively partition graphs in scaling, and none offered guarantees on balance factor, replication factor and migration cost.
One might think that incremental graph partitioners [45, 37, 36, 41, 16, 30, 48, 8, 40] could be used for dynamic scaling. Given a partition P(G) of graph G and updates ∆G to G, it is to compute changes ∆O to P(G) such that P(G⊕∆G)=P(G)⊕∆O, where ⊕ applies changes ∆G (resp. ∆O) to G (resp. P(G)). However, (a) the two are different problems: dynamic scaling is to re-partition graph G in response to addition or removal of k processors, not to changes ∆G to G. Moreover, (b) in practice it is often the case that k>n, and hence the changes ∆G and ∆O are large. It is known that when the changes are large, incremental partitioning works no better than re-partitioning the entire graph G starting from scratch. Thus incremental partitioning techniques do not apply to dynamic scaling and vice versa.
Approximation and generic methods. We propose two solutions. There are two general approaches to graph partitioning: edge-cut and vertex-cut. We focus on vertex-cut here since it has not been as well studied as edge-cut.
(1) Approximate algorithms. In light of the intractability of dynamic scaling, the best practical solution we can hope for is approximation. We develop such a solution that consists of two approximate algorithms. Given a vertex-cut partition Π(n) of a graph G via hashing, balance factor and a number k, algorithms BVC − and BVC + scale in and out Π(n) to get a new -balanced partition Π(n − k) and Π(n + k), respectively, by extending consistent hashing. Better yet, we show that when is above a small threshold, the algorithms guarantee bounds on both replication factor f and migration cost m. To the best of our knowledge, the algorithms make the first solution to dynamic scaling with such bounds.
(2) A scaling scheme. While the solution above offers provable bounds on f and m, it requires to start with an initial partition based on hashing. Is it possible to scale an arbitrary vertex-cut partitioner VP of users' choice?
The answer is affirmative. We propose a generic scheme. Given an existing VP, it deduces two algorithms VP + and VP − to scale VP out and in, respectively. We show that these algorithms incur minimum migration cost. Moreover, its partition quality is within a bound relative to that of VP. That is, while the scaling scheme provides no absolute bounds like the approximate algorithms above, it provides bounds relative to VP. Hence if users have been using VP, the quality of VP + and VP − is acceptable to them.
Contributions & Organization. Putting these together, the paper (1) formalizes the dynamic scaling problem and establishes its complexity (Section 2); (2) provides an approximation solution with bounds on replication factor and migration cost (Section 3); and (3) proposes a generic scheme to scale existing vertex-cut partitioners with low migration cost and relative bounds on partition quality (Section 4).
(4) Experimental study (Section 5). Using real-life and synthetic graphs, we empirically verify the efficiency, partition quality and scalability of our scaling algorithms. We find the following. (a) Parallel BVC + (resp. BVC − ) algorithm outperforms hash-based and stream-based competitors by 7.4 and 19.7 (resp. 8.5 and 18.2) times in efficiency, respectively. (b) These algorithms also do better in replication factor than hash-based competitors by 1.94 and 2.04 times, up to 3.82 and 3.79 times. (c) Our generic scaling scheme is promising. Two stream-based scaling algorithms deduced under this scheme are able to achieve partition quality as good as re-partitioning, and are 43.8 and 40.7 times faster on average, up to 114.7 and 132.3 times. (d) Our algorithms scale well with large n, k and graphs; e.g., parallel BVC + (resp. BVC − ) takes 9.45s (resp. 11.37s) on graphs with 440 million nodes and 14 billion edges when n = 320 and k > n 3 . This work is among the first treatments of dynamic scaling, from approximation to scaling of existing partitioners.
Related work. We summarize the related work as follows. Graph partitioning.
Vertex-cut was proposed in [15] . It was shown in [3] that it is NP-complete to minimize the replication factor f when evenly partitioning a graph. It is NP-hard even when the balance factor is fixed [47] . A simple vertex-cut strategy is to assign edges to fragments randomly by hashing. However, this usually leads to bad locality since it ignores the structures of input graphs [5] . 2DHash [44] mitigates this problem by maintaining a 2 √ n−1 bound on f , where n is the number of fragments. Degreebased hash partitioning [43] assigns edges based on vertex degrees and favors cutting vertices with relatively large degrees. HDRF [31] also replicates (or cuts) high-degree vertices in streaming partition. Apart from these, several heuristics were developed, e.g., [5, 25, 47] .
This work differs from the prior work in the following. (1) As a special case of Theorem 1 (k = 0∧m = ∞), we show that vertex-cut partitioning is NP-hard even when we put no constraint on the balance factor . This is analogous to its edge-cut counterpart [14] . This is not implied by the results of [3, 47] , and cannot be improved by further restricting .
Moreover, we settle the complexity of dynamic scaling and reveal what dominates the cost (Theorem 1). To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied this issue.
(2) For partition quality, algorithms BVC + and BVC − guarantee both a bound on the replication factor and the balance of partitions. The bound differs from the one of the degreebased approach in [43] by only a small factor, a small price for balancing, which is not guaranteed by [44, 43, 31, 25] .
(3) BVC + and BVC − adopt consistent hashing to prepare for dynamic scaling, which allows us to adjust an existing partition in response to adding or removing processors, without re-partitioning the graph starting from scratch. It was not studied in the prior work [44, 15, 43, 31, 3, 47] .
Consistent hashing. The method was proposed in [17] to reduce the movement of hashed clients when the size of hash table changes (see Section 3.1). As shown in [33, 27] , when there are far more clients than servers as in real-life dynamic scaling, simple consistent hashing [17] suffers from imbalanced load. In [27] , a simple linear probing technique was integrated into consistent hashing to deal with load balancing.
A popular variant is DHT (distributed hash table), e.g., CAN [34] and Chord [38] . DHT employs consistent hashing to store key-value pairs in a distributed setting, for users to locate a key-value pair with a given key, via "hashing".
Closer to this work are [34, 28, 24, 18, 19] for adding or removing servers (analogous to fragments) in DHT, and [9, 23] for balancing the workload of servers in DHT. When adding a new server, CAN [34] bisects a randomly picked zone, which plays the same role as an "interval", and assigns one of the half zones to the new server. A bucket solution was given in [28, 24] to handle server removal, and multiple-choice algorithms were used in [28, 19] to add servers. Servers are evenly distributed over a unit circle for load balancing [9] . Upper and lower bounds for workload are used to guide interval adjustments [9] .
Our work differs from the prior work in the following. (1) In contrast to [17, 27] that hash fragments, we assign the fragments in a different way to ensure that its distribution is as uniform as possible. This also helps us balance load when used together with the technique of [27] .
(2) We propose a strategy to add or remove fragments for dynamic scaling. (a) To add fragments, we bisect a largest interval, rather than randomly picking one [34, 28] ; (b) we define an order in which fragments are removed; and (c) we add or remove fragments, but do not move fragments as in [28, 24, 18] . These help us guarantee provable bounds on load balance, replication factor and migration cost.
(3) We integrate a degree-based approach [43] with consistent hashing, to leverage the coherence of edges (or clients) and bound the replication factor. In contrast, consistent hashing often treats all clients equally and thus ignores their coherence. Directly adopting such approaches in our setting fails to provide a bound on the replication factor.
Scaling. The study of dynamic scaling has mostly focused on how to allocate virtual machines (VMs) when load varies in cloud computing [6, 46, 42, 29] , or how to reduce energy consumption when workload is low [21, 22] .
The scaling problems studied in the prior work differ from DS( , f, m) (Section 2) in that it does not consider graph partitioning, not to mention its three objectives ( , f, m).
Closer to this work are [32, 40, 7, 12] , which study graph partitioning in dynamic scaling; these focus on edge-cut partitioning. A greedy heuristic was developed in [32] to migrate vertices when scaling; [40] randomly picks vertices based on a given probability, and moves the vertices to other fragments in response to changes to the graphs; [7] adopts a lazy strategy: when a worker is added, necessary vertices are moved to it only when the worker processes a query; [12] uses a bin-packing model to balance workers after scaling.
This work differs from [32, 40, 7, 12] as follows. (a) We study scaling with vertex-cut partition, which is not yet well studied, as opposed to edge-cut. (b) None of [32, 40, 7, 12] guarantees partition quality as we do. In particular, [7] accumulates vertices at new workers and is not load balanced.
THE DYNAMIC SCALING PROBLEM
We first state the problem and settle its complexity.
Preliminaries. We consider (un)directed graphs G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices, and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges. Denote by (a) v(e) = {u, w} the set of two end-points of an edge e, and (b) v(E ) = e∈E v(e) the set of vertices that are on the edges in a set E ⊆ E. Partitions. A vertex-cut n-partition of graph G = (V, E) is Π(n) = (E1, E2, . . . , En), which partitions the edge set E into n disjoint sets. We refer to Ei as a fragment of Π(n).
A n-partition Π(n) induces n subgraphs G1, G2, . . . , Gn of G, where Gi = (v(Ei), Ei), such that V = i∈ [1,n] v(Ei) and E = i∈ [1,n] Ei. To simplify the presentation, we assume w.l.o.g. that each Ei is nonempty in the sequel.
There are two criteria to evaluate the quality of Π(n).
(a) Balance factor. Given ≥ 0, Π(n) is called -balanced if max{|E1|, . . . , |En|} ≤ (1 + )|E|/n . That is, no Ei is substantially larger than the average.
Intuitively, the larger ∂(Π(n)) is, the higher the communication cost is for synchronization in a distributed setting.
Scaling. Given an integer k ∈ (−n, ∞) and a n-partition Π(n) of G, we want to reconfigure Π(n) to a new partition Π(n+k). This is called scaling in if −n<k<0 by reducing |k| processors; and scaling out if k > 0 by adding k processors.
The migration cost from Π(n) to Π(n + k) is the number of edges moved to get Π(n+k), including (a) edges migrated from G1, . . . , Gn to the (new) fragments of Π(n + k), and (b) edges moved among G1, . . . , G n+k to be rebalanced.
The dynamic scaling problem is stated as follows.
• Input: A n-partition Π(n) of G, an integer k > −n, a balance factor , a replication factor f , and a bound m. • Question: Does there exist an -balanced vertex-cut (n+ k)-partition Π(n + k) of G such that ∂(Π(n + k)) ≤ f and migration cost from Π(n) to Π(n + k) is at most m? That is, under balance factor and replication factor f , it aims to minimize the migration cost of dynamic scaling.
Complexity. The dynamic scaling problem bears three criteria: a balance factor , a replication factor f and a bound m on moving cost. We denote it as DS( , f, m) or simply DS.
To identify the impact of the three criteria on the complexity, we also study three variants of DS( , f, m), when one of the three criteria is dropped. Denote by DS(f, m), DS( , m) and DS( , f ) the three variants when dropping constraints on balance factor , replication factor f and migration cost m, respectively. For example, DS(f, m) asks whether there exists a partition Π(n + k) of G such that ∂(Π(n + k)) ≤ f and migration cost from Π(n) to Π(n + k) is at most m, no longer requiring Π(n + k) to be load balanced.
It is not surprising that DS( , f, m) is NP-complete. We show that the intractability is quite robust: it remains NPhard as long as f is one of the optimization goals, even when the number of processors added or removed is fixed. (2) DS( , m) is in PTIME; and DS(f, m) is in PTIME when both k and n are fixed and when m is ∞ (unrestricted). 2
Proof: (1) An NP algorithm for DS works as follows: it first guesses a (n + k)-partition and then checks in PTIME whether the three constraints are satisfied. Hence DS is in NP, and so are its special cases DS(f, m) and DS( , f ).
We verify the NP-hardness of DS and DS( , f ) by reduction from the 3-partition problem [2] , and DS(f, m) by reduction from the maximal clique problem (cf. [13] ). The reductions are constructed with constant k.
(2) For DS( , m), the PTIME algorithm below suffices. Each time it moves one edge from the largest fragment to a minimum one until either (a) the balance factor gets back to (Yes); or (b) the migration cost exceeds the bound m (No).
When neither nor m is bounded and both n and k are constants, we first show that there is a partition such that its replication factor is minimal, and the number of cut nodes is bounded by a constant. Based on this property, we give a PTIME algorithm for DS(f, m) with m=∞: enumerate all possible sets of cut nodes; check whether any of the associated partitions has replication factor no larger than f . 2
APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS
In light of the intractability of DS( , f, m), the best practical solutions are approximate algorithms. We now develop such a solution. It consists of algorithms BVC + and BVC − to scale out and in a partition Π(n) of a graph to an -balanced partition Π(n + k), respectively (Section 3.2). Given any balance factor above a small threshold, both algorithms guarantee bounds on replication factor f and migration cost m. We parallelize these algorithms (Section 3.3), retaining the same bounds. We are not aware of other dynamic scaling solutions that offer such bounds.
Our solution extends consistent hashing [17, 27] and hashbased partitioning [43] . We remark the following (see Section 1 for details). (1) None of the prior algorithms works on dynamic scaling, especially for deciding which fragments to be removed or added while ensuring a bound on replication factor f . (2) As observed in [4, 18, 44, 33, 27] , consistent hashing does no better than random hash partitioning and gives no guarantee on partition quality. (3) In particular, the algorithms of [17, 27] have no guarantee on replication factor f , and [43] gives no guarantee on balance factor .
Consistent Hashing and Extension
We first review consistent hashing, and then outline our extension to cope with dynamic scaling. Consider mapping M balls to N bins. Consistent hashing [17] is a hash-style solution, using two different hash functions hM and hN , with the same range. The range is modeled as a hash ring, a unit circle C. It first hashes the balls and bins to locations on C by applying hM and hN , respectively. Each ball is then mapped to the nearest bin on C in the clockwise order.
Its advantage is that when the number of bins changes dynamically, the number of balls that need remapping is small. When removing a bin from C (scale in), only the balls in the deleted bin are remapped to the next bin on C in the clockwise order. When adding a new bin on C (scale out), it first finds certain balls that are hashed to locations between the new bin and its previous bin in the clockwise order. It then remaps these balls to the new bin.
For dynamic scaling, we can model edges as balls and fragments of a partition as bins, and apply consistent hashing. However, we need to address the following challenges.
(1) Replication factor. Consistent hashing treats all balls equally. This is equivalent to hashing edges by a random hash function, which, as observed by [44] , often leads to poor locality. To rectify this, we employ degree-based hashing proposed in [43] , which favors cutting vertices with relatively large degrees. Intuitively, the replication factor gets smaller when more vertices with large degrees are cut.
(2) Load balance. By hashing balls, a bin may have far more balls than the others. Moreover, when M N , the maximum load may deviate from the average by 2M log N N [33] , where M and N are the number of balls and bins, respectively. One might want to add virtual workers to mitigate the unbalance [17] , but it works only when M = O(N log N ) [33] . For graph partitioning, the number of balls is much larger than the number of bins, i.e., M N , and adding virtual workers (a fragment is mapped to multiple positions in circle C) cannot make the bins balanced.
To balance the workload, we enforce a given balance factor as a hard constraint, and rebalance partitions by using a linear probing technique [27] . In addition, we adopt degreebased hashing and extend consistent hashing to weighted consistent hashing, which was not studied in [17, 27] .
(3) Migration cost. Consistent hashing maps fragments as bins on the circle C by hash functions. However, when M N , which is typically the case in our setting, this usually incurs heavy cost in graph partition. This is because when balls are not distributed evenly, some bins may be overfull, and balancing the bins increases the migration cost.
To minimize the cost, we propose a fragment placement strategy. Instead of hashing the fragments, we first evenly distribute the fragments on the circle C [9] . When scaling in or out, our placement strategy selects fragments to be removed or added, and places the fragments on C as uniformly as possible. We will see that this allows us to bound the migration cost. It also helps us improve partition quality.
Notations. We will use the following notations. Consider a graph G = (V, E) in which each vertex v ∈ V has a unique global id v.id. Given a unit circle C and a constant c, we divide it into 2 c segments, and use it as the hash ring. We use only one hash function hM that maps the id's of vertices to the locations of C, i.e., to the set {0, 1, . . . , 2 c − 1}.
We consider power-law graphs. A graph follows power-law if the probability that a vertex has degree d is given by
where α is the power-law constant that controls the "skewness" of degree distribution. Many real-life graphs follow the power law and have a power-law constant around 2 [15] . The power-law constant helps us bound replication factor, but it has no impact on the bound on migration cost.
Algorithms for Scaling Out and In
We now present algorithms BVC + and BVC − for dynamic scaling out and in, respectively. Given a partition Π(n) = (E1, . . . , En) of graph G and a number k > −n, BVC + and BVC − adjust Π(n) to get a new partition Π(n + k). As remarked earlier, the algorithms extend consistent hashing. Below we first show how to obtain an initial partition, to which BVC + and BVC − are applied. We then present our scaling algorithms and prove the performance guarantees.
Initial partition. Given a graph G and a number n, we extend consistent hashing to compute an initial partition Π(n) = (E1, . . . , En) of G. In contrast to classical consistent hashing, (i) we use degree-based hashing to improve replication factor; and (2) we evenly distribute the fragments on the unit circle C to reduce migration cost. More specifically, Π(n) = (E1, . . . , En) is computed as follows.
(1) We first evenly distribute the fragments E1, . . . , En, i.e., bins, initially empty, on the circle C. This is done by allocating each Ei (i∈ [1, n] ) at position i 2 c −1 n on C.
(2) We then hash each edge e ∈ E by using its vertex with a relatively smaller degree. More specifically, the hash value e.hash of an edge e = (u, v) is defined by
hM (u.id) otherwise. This favors cutting vertices with relative large degrees. Edge e is then assigned to the nearest fragment clockwise. More specifically, denote by L1, L2, . . . , Ln the positions of E1, . . . , En on C respectively, we assign e to E next par(e,C) , where next par(e, C) = argmin i∈ [1,n] ((Li − e.hash) mod 2 c ).
Example 2: For graph G of Fig. 1 (a) , let c = 5, i.e., to divide circle C into 2 5 segments. Assume that hash function hM maps vertices onto C: p1→2, p2→20, p3→22, p4→29, p5→30, u1→10, u2→12, u3→5, u4→21, u5→26, u6→25. Let n = 2, then the initial partition Π(2) = (E1, E2) obtained as Overview of BVC + and BVC − . Given a number k> − n, a balance factor , and a partition Π(n) that is an initial partition obtained as above, algorithms BVC + and BVC − adjust Π(n) to Π(n+k) in three steps as follows.
( 1) Step (1) updates fragment placement on the circle C.
Suppose that for i ∈ [1, n], fragment Ei is placed at location Li before scaling starts. Given k, step (1) identifies |k| locations to remove (scale in) or add (scale out) fragments.
To minimize the migration cost in the next steps, we propose a strategy to place the fragments uniformly. Let I1, . . . , In be the n intervals on C induced by E1, . . . , En, i.e.,
and Imin = min{Ii} n i=1 . We select |k| locations for dynamic scaling, and ensure the following interval invariant:
Imax ≤ 2Imin, (1) i.e., the maximum interval has size at most twice the size of the minimum one. As will be seen shortly, this interval invariant will be used to bound both migration cost and replication factor. Note that the initial partition satisfies the interval invariant. Starting from an evenly distributed placement of fragments, we will propose a strategy to maintain the interval invariant during scaling.
(2) It then employs consistent hashing to update edge assignments as we did in the initial partition construction.
(3) It restores balance via linear probing [27] (see below).
We will see that when is not too small, BVC − and BVC + guarantee bounds on migration cost and replication factor. Fragment placement. We use a stack to keep track of the order of locations when the circle C is adjusted by removing or adding fragments. When we remove a fragment, we remove the one on the top of the stack, and when we add a new fragment, we push its location onto the stack.
Initial stack. The stack is initialized with the n fragments E1, . . . , En when the initial partition is constructed. We decide a specific order such that we do not remove two consecutive fragments at the same time when scaling in, since otherwise it may triple the size of the intervals and violate the invariant. Indeed, the fragments are evenly distributed on C, and the size of the smallest interval is 2 c −1 n . When we remove two consecutive fragments, e.g., fragments lo-
, and its size is 3 2 c −1 n , which triples the size of the smallest intervals.
More specifically, suppose that E1, . . . , En are located in the clockwise order on C. We start from E1, walk the circle clockwise, and pick every other fragment. We proceed until no fragment is left. This yields an order E1, E3, . . . , Et. We push their locations onto the stack in the reverse order, i.e., E1 is on top of the stack, and Et is at its bottom.
We next give our strategy to remove and add fragments.
Removing fragments. To remove |k| fragments from the circle C, we simply pop up |k| locations from the stack one by one, and remove their corresponding fragments.
Adding fragments. To add a new fragment E , we find the largest interval on C, place E in the middle of the interval, and push the location of E onto the stack. If there exist multiple largest intervals of the same size, we randomly pick one. To add k fragments, we repeat the process k times.
Lemma 2:
The interval invariant holds when fragments are added or removed as described above. 2
Proof: We show that if the invariant holds before scaling, then it also holds after it. Observe that after adding fragments, the size of the largest interval decreases; and after removing fragments, the smallest interval increases. For scaling out, Imax ≤ 2Imin because we bisect the largest interval, and obtain two smallest intervals. For scaling in, we merge two smallest intervals and generate a largest one. 2
Example 3: Suppose that we initially have 8 fragments as shown in Fig. 2 (1) . We show how to remove 5 fragments.
(1) Based on the strategy, the fragments in Fig. 2 (1 
We remove the first 5 fragments (E1, E3, E5, E7 and E2) in the order, yielding Fig. 2 (2). The intervals have size 1 2 × 2 c , 1 4 × 2 c and 1 4 × 2 c , respectively. The invariant holds. (2) One might want to remove fragments also by picking the smallest intervals. However, this may violate the invariant. For instance, if we remove fragments surrounded by two minimum intervals, e.g., E2, E4 and E7 from Fig. 2 (1) , we end up with Fig. 2 (3) , and can no longer remove more frag-Algorithm BVC + Input: A partition Π(n) = (E 1 , . . . , En) of G, a number k > 0, and a balance factor . Output: An -balanced new partition Π(n + k)=(E 1 , . . . , E n+k ). /* Step (1): Adjust fragments on C */ 1. identify k locations L n+1 , . . . , L n+k for fragments to add; 2. add k new fragment such that E n+j at L n+j for j ∈ [1, k]; /* Step (2): Reallocate edges via consistent hashing */ 3. for each e ∈ n i=1 E i do 4.
i * =next par(e.hash, C); /* get the next fragment on C */ 5.
if i * ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + k} then 6.
move e to fragment E i * ; /* Step (3):
Algorithm BVC − Input: A partition Π(n) = (E 1 , . . . , En) of G, a number 0 < k < n, and a balance factor . Output: A new partition Π(n) = (E 1 , . . . , E n−k ) of G.
identify and remove fragments
i = next par(e.hash, C); /* get the next fragment on C */ 4. move e to E i ;
. , E n−k by linear probing as Algorithm BVC + ; Figure 3 : Algorithm for scaling out/in ment without violating the invariant. Indeed, if we further remove E1, we end up with Fig. 2 (4) , in which the distance between E8 and E3 triples the distance between E5 and E6. Removing other fragments also inflicts violation.
We now present algorithms BVC + and BVC − in Fig. 3 .
Algorithm BVC + Given Π(n), and k > 0, BVC + extends Π(n) to Π(n + k) in three steps. (1) It first adds new fragments on circle C as remarked earlier, maintaining the interval invariant. (2) It then re-allocates edges by a degree-based approach to improve locality, and maps edges to fragments as in consistent hashing. (3) Finally it adjusts the partition to make it balanced. Steps (2) and (3) integrate consistent hashing [17, 27] and the degree-based approach [43] .
(1) It first identifies k locations with the placement strategy above, and adds k new fragments at the locations (lines 1-2).
(2) It then identifies edges belonging to the new fragments based on consistent hashing and moves them to the corresponding new fragments (lines 3-6).
(3) Finally, it applies linear probing [27] to balance the partition (lines 7-13). For each fragment Ei, if it is not balanced (|Ei|> (1+ ) |E| n+k ), then it forwards |Ei|− (1+ ) |E| n+k edges to the next fragment in the clockwise order.
Remark. (a) BVC + terminates when all fragments are balanced. This is assured by that each edge is migrated at most n + k times, and at most |E| edges need to be moved.
(b) The initial partition step can be done by BVC + , denoted by BVC. Indeed, it is a special case when the graph is given as a fragment, and BVC + adds another n − 1 fragments. Fig. 1 (b) . 2
Algorithm BVC − Given a balance factor , a number k such that −n<k<0, and a partition Π(n) = (E1, . . . , En) of G such that Ei's are placed on a unit circle C, BVC − adjusts Π(n) to Π(n+k) as follows. It first identifies |k| fragments Ej 1 , . . . , Ej |k| on the top of the stack, and removes them from circle C (line 1). As assured by Lemma 2, after the removal, the circle C still satisfies the interval invariant. After these steps, BVC − remaps the edges in Ej 1 , . . . , Ej |k| to the remaining fragments based on consistent hashing (lines 2-4). More specifically, for each edge e in a removed fragment, it finds the next fragment on C in the clockwise order (line 3) and moves e to it (line 4). At last it balances the fragments via linear probing as in BVC + (lines 5-6).
Analysis. We show that when the balance factor is not too small, BVC + and BVC − guarantee bounds on both replication factor and migration cost. Since each edge is hashed by its vertices, denote by hmax the maximum number of times of a vertex used for hashing. Here hmax is usually much smaller than the maximum degree of the graph, as for a vertex it is unlikely that most of its edges are hashed using its id.
Given k> − n, we have the following starting from an initial partition with BVC + , in which β 1 k = 8(n+k)hmax |E| log((n +
where dmin is the minimal node degree in a power-law graph, and α is its power-law constant [43] .
Theorem 3: If k > −n and > 1 + 2β k , then (1) the expected value of migration cost when scaling out (resp. in) from Π(n) to Π(n + k) via BVC + (resp. BVC − ) is at most O(k |E| n+k ) (resp. O(k |E| n )); and (2) the expected value of the replication factor is at most (n+k)(1−(1−2 1 n+k ) θ )+ 2 |V | . 2 Observe the following about Theorem 3.
(1) The lower bound β k for balance factor is not very restrictive, since in the real world it is common to find that |E| n. Taking Twitter as an example (see Section 5), β k ≤0.009 for n=64, where |E| is approximately 1.5 billion.
(2) Edge selection in linear probing affects neither migration cost [27] nor the upper bound for replication factor.
(3) The bound for migration cost holds on general graphs, but not the replication factor fe. On a power-law graph G, fe of degree-bashed hashing would decrease when G gets more skewed [43] ; this does not hold on general graphs.
Proof: We only give a proof sketch for the bounds for BVC − ; the proof for BVC + is similar.
(1) The migration cost of BVC − includes (a) the cost of moving edges from removed fragments to fragments that remain; and (b) the cost of rebalancing fragments. For cost (a), since each fragment has at most (1 + ) |E| n edges, and k fragments are removed, at most O(k |E| n ) edges are migrated. Thus the migration cost for (a) is bounded by O(k |E| n ). For cost (b), we show that the expected number of edges in each fragment Ei to be forwarded is bounded by O( 1 n 2 ), by using Bernstein's inequality [10] . Since each edge can be forwarded at most n times, the migration cost for balancing each fragment is at most O( 1 n ). Hence total migration cost for balancing all n fragments is bounded by O(1).
(2) Suppose that Vi is the set of vertices contained in fragment Ei (i ∈ [1, n+k]) after BVC − terminates. To bound the replication factor, by its definition, we only need to bound the expected value of |Vi| for all i ∈ [1, n + k]. Note that |Vi| can be bounded by the number of vertices hashed to Ei plus the number of vertices forwarded to Ei during the rebalancing step. The number of vertices hashed to Ei can be bounded by |E|(1 − (1 − 2 n+k ) θ ) using the technique of [43] , since the fragments are such placed that the invariant holds, and the probability that an edge is hashed to Ei is bounded by 2 n+k . For the number of vertices forwarded to Ei, since the total number of forwarded edges is bounded by O(1) as proved above, and each edge has two associated vertices, the number of vertices forwarded to Ei can also be bounded. 2
Parallelization
Dynamic scaling has to be conducted in parallel. It starts with a partition when a graph is already fragmented and distributed across a cluster of processors. To scale out/in, all processors involved need to work together in parallel. Moreover, when dealing with large graphs, it is not practical for a single-machine to compute a balanced partition.
In light of this, we next parallelize BVC + and BVC − , and develop their parallel versions ParBVC + and ParBVC − , respectively. We show that these parallel algorithms retain the same performance guarantees as their serial counterparts.
Parallel setting. Our parallel algorithms run in a sharednothing distributed setting, as commonly used nowadays. (a) Initially, a graph G = (V, E) is partitioned into n fragments E1,. . . , En, which are distributed to n processors P1, . . . , Pn, respectively, referred to as workers. (b) The workers run under the BSP model [39] , which separates scaling into supersteps. In a superstep, each worker conducts computation of ParBVC + or ParBVC − to refine its own fragment and exchanges updates via messages. (c) When adding or deleting |k| fragments (k>−n), |k| additional workers are added or |k| existing workers are deleted.
Parallel algorithms. We only present ParBVC + ; ParBVC − is similar. As opposed to its serial counterpart (Section 3.2), the algorithm conducts in parallel (a) the computation of hash values and edge assignments, and (b) edge migration and linear probing for load balancing, by all workers.
Algorithm ParBVC + . Given a partition Π(n) of G placed on a unit circle C, a balance factor and a number k > 0, ParBVC + scales out Π(n) to an -balanced partition Π(n+k). Like BVC + , it first adds k new fragments on the circle C, maintaining the interval invariant. It then identifies edges that belong to the new fragments by consistent hashing, and migrates them to the corresponding fragments. As opposed to BVC + , ParBVC + does these in parallel : for each existing fragment Ei (1 ≤ i ≤ n), its worker Pi identifies and moves out the related edges in Ei. Finally ParBVC + balances the resulting partition, in parallel via linear probing.
Analysis. We show that ParBVC + retains the same bounds on replication and migration cost as BVC + (Theorem 3).
(a) Bounds for ParBVC + . Since ParBVC + and BVC + use the same hash function for edges, the distribution of edges among fragments is the same for both ParBVC + and BVC + . Moreover, both algorithms maintain the same interval invariant (Lemma 2). Hence the same bounds of Theorem 3 can be deduced for both of them, although ParBVC + migrates edges in parallel, while BVC + does it sequentially. 
A GENERIC SCALING SCHEME
The approximation solution above requires an initial partition that places fragments on a hash ring and satisfies the interval invariant. In practice, however, users often start with a partition computed by a partitioning algorithm VP of their own choice. Is there a method that scales any existing vertex-cut partitioner VP in response to load surges?
We next develop such a generic solution and show that it guarantees minimum migration cost and a relative bound on partition quality (Section 4.1). As proof of concept, we scale two existing vertex-cut partitioners (Section 4.2).
Dynamic Scaling Scheme
Given a vertex-cut partitioning algorithm VP, we deduce algorithms VP + and VP − . Given a n-partition Π(n) = (E1, . . . , En) generated by VP and an integer k > −n, VP + and VP − compute partition Π(n + k) for scaling out and in, respectively, depending on whether k > 0. To simplify the presentation, we assume w.l.o.g. that = 0 in this section.
Scaling scheme. The scheme computes Π(n + k) by selecting a minimum number of edges to move, employing VP to re-assign these edges, and retaining the edge assignments of VP as much as possible. This allows us to minimize migration cost and achieve partition quality comparable to VP. More specifically, VP + and VP − work as follows.
Scaling out. From each fragment Ei (i ∈ [1, n]), VP + (a) selects a subset E i ⊆ Ei of edges such that |E i | = k|E i | n+k , and (b) applies VP to the set n i=1 E i of all selected edges, and obtains a k-partition (E n+1 , . . . , E n+k ). (c) These yield a (n + k)-partition (E1 \ E i , . . . , En \ E n , E n+1 , . . . , E n+k ).
That is, it employs the original partitioner VP to re-assign the selected edges. It only moves edges from Ei to the k new fragments, not between existing fragments Ei (i ∈ [1, n]).
Scaling in. VP − randomly selects |k| fragments Ei 1 , . . . , Ei |k| to remove, and then employs VP to reassign edges of |k| j=1 Ei j to the remaining fragments Ej 1 , . . . , Ej n+k . VP + and VP − incur the minimum migration cost, since they move the minimum number of edges to make the new partition balanced with = 0. VP + only moves edges from original fragments to newly added ones, and VP − reassigns edges from the removed fragments to the remaining ones. Neither moves edges among existing fragments.
Proposition 4: Given a balanced partition Π(n), the migration cost of VP + (resp. VP − ) is O( k|E| n+k ) (resp. O( |k||E| n )) when adding (resp. removing) |k| fragments. 2
Edges selection. We next show that the algorithms also offer relative bounds on replication factor f . Below we focus on VP + ; the analysis of VP − is similar and simpler.
Observe that VP + only selects edges from overfull fragments and moves them to newly added ones. VP + uses the following edge selection strategy: from each fragment Ei (i ∈ [1, n]), VP + selects k n+k |Ei| edges from Ei such that the number of vertices on the selected edges is minimum.
We now give an upper bound on the replication factor of VP + . Denote by τi the average vertex degree in fragment Ei.
Proposition 5: The replication factor after VP + is at most
·|V | with the edge selection strategy above.
Here min{τi} n i=1 is the minimum average vertex degree of all fragments, and F is the replication factor before scaling. 2
Proof: This is deduced from the following: (a) the replication factor of the original fragments after the scaling is at worst F ; (2) the number of vertices on selected edges from fragment Ei is at most k n+k 2|E i | τ i ; and (3) each selected vertex can be assigned to at most k new fragments.
In practice, the replication factor is expected to be better than this upper bound, because (1) when we remove edges from a fragment Ei, its replication factor is decreased and is often smaller than F ; and (2) when we use VP to distribute the selected edges, the replication factor of the new fragments is often smaller than the second term in Proposition 5, since each vertex unlikely appears in all new fragments.
Scaling Stream Partitioners
As case studies, we next scale HDRF [31] and Greedy (Powergraph [15] ), two well-known vertex-cut partitioners.
Both partitioning algorithms are stream-based, which processes edges in a one-pass fashion. Consider a vertex-cut partition Π(n) = (E1, . . . , En) generated so far. An incoming edge e is assigned to a fragment Ei based on scores S(e, Ei)(i ∈ [1, n]), which aggregates edges assigned to Ei so far. More specifically, edge e is assigned to Ei * , where i * = argmax i∈{1,...,n} S(e, Ei), i.e., the fragment that maximizes the score. Partitioners HDRF and Greedy use different score functions.
HDRF. We start with HDRF, which favors replicating vertices with relatively large degrees. Given an edge e = (u, v), it computes a score S(u, v, Ei) w.r.t. each fragment Ei:
where SRep(u, v, Ei) is a replication score of e w. if v ∈ Vi, 0 otherwise.
Here deg(u) and deg(v) are the degrees of u and v, respectively. Let Maxsize and Minsize be the maximum and minimum size of all fragments when processing edge e, respectively, then the balance score SBal(Ei) of e is defined as
where λ is a user-defined parameter that controls the impact of the balance score. HDRF sets the default value of λ as 2.
Edge selection of HDRF. We focus on edge selection for scaling out, since there is no much flexibility for scaling in. A naive method is to randomly select edges from overfull fragments. However, this usually leads to degeneration of partition quality. Instead, we introduce two strategies based on score and timestamp of stream HDRF.
(1) Score based. Intuitively, a larger HDRF score S(e, Ei) of e indicates better locality of e w.r.t. fragment Ei. Hence it is natural to move out edges with relatively lower scores. However, we cannot simply use the score assigned to e when it comes in, since it only reflects the fragment information at that moment. Hence for each edge e, we compute a new score S(e, Ei \ {e}) by treating e as a new edge for Ei. Edges with relatively lower new scores are selected for scaling out.
(2) Timestamp based. Intuitively, edges that are processed earlier are more likely to be assigned to "wrong" fragments, since their scores are computed with less information and may not be accurate. In HDRF, deg(u) and deg(v) used in the score function cannot be computed in advance and thus are approximated by their partial degrees, i.e., the number of processed edges that are attached to u and v, respectively. The degrees used in the score computation for earlier edges are not as accurate as those of later edges. This suggests that we revise the assignment of early coming edges and retain the assignment of later ones. Hence when running HDRF, we associate with each edge e a timestamp recording when it is added to its fragment. We select edges with relatively smaller timestamp for scaling out.
Based on these, we deduce HDRF + and HDRF − as follows.
HDRF + . From each fragment Ei, HDRF + selects k n+k |Ei| edges based on one of the edge selection strategies above. It merges these edges as a new stream and invokes HDRF to assign these edges to the k newly added fragments.
HDRF − . This case is simpler. HDRF − randomly selects |k| fragments and merges their edges as a new stream. It then uses HDRF to reassign the edges to the remaining fragments.
As will be demonstrated in Section 5, HDRF + and HDRF − scale partition with quality comparable to re-partitioning the entire graphs by HDRF starting from scratch, while they incur the minimum migration cost (Proposition 4).
Replication factor. We show that with the two simple edgeselection strategies above, HDRF + still guarantees bounded replication factor relative to partitioner HDRF.
We use the following notations. Denote by (a) E 1 , . . . , E n the sets of edges selected from partition (E1, . . . , En) by one of the strategies; (b) E 1 , . . . , E n the edges remaining in the n fragments; and (c) f and f the replication factor of (E 1 , . . . , E n ) and (E 1 , . . . , E n ), respectively.
Observe that f is at least as good as the replication factor of the original (E1, . . . , En). For the k new fragments, we show that the replication factor is comparable to f . To simplify the analysis, we adopt λ = 1 as in [31] .
Proposition 6: The replication factor after HDRF + is bounded by (1) f + 2k 2 n+k |E| with the score-based strategy, and (2) f +f + k n+k |E| |V | − |V 1 | 2·|V | for timestamp-based when λ = 1, where V1 is the number of vertices in the selected edges. 2 Proof: We verify statement (1); the proof for statement (2) is similar. Observe that the replication factor of the resulting partition is the sum of the replication factor of n remaining fragments Π(n) = (E 1 , . . . , E n ) and that of the partition Π(k) of k new fragments with edges E 1 , . . . , E n . The replication factor of Π(n) is at worst f . From a detailed analysis of the new score S(e, Ei \ {e}) it follows that the replication factor of Π(k) is bounded by 2k 2 n+k |E|. 2
Greedy. Greedy is a stream-based partitioner adopted by Powergraph [15] . It can be seen as a special case of HDRF. It also uses Eq. (2) to compute edge scores. It differs from HDRF in that it (a) uses 1 as the default value for λ to balance score; and (b) it does not include the impact of degrees in the replication score and defines g(v, u, Ei) by g(v, u, Ei) = 1 if v ∈ Vi, 0 otherwise. The edge selection strategies for HDRF also work for Greedy. Denote by Greedy + and Greedy − the scaling algorithms deduced from Greedy along the same lines. Then the bounds for migration cost and replication factor of HDRF + and HDRF − also hold on Greedy + and Greedy − , respectively. Parallelization. Following [35] , we parallelize HDRF + and HDRF − (resp. Greedy + and Greedy − ) in a mini-batch fashion as follows. Each worker maintains a shared state that includes the information of degrees and locations of processed vertices. The edge assignment is conducted in rounds. In a round, each worker handles a small batch of edges in parallel, as in HDRF or Greedy; workers communicate with each other at the end of each round to synchronize the shared state. The process terminates when all edges are processed.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Using real-life and synthetic graphs, we conducted four sets of experiments to evaluate our scaling algorithms for their (1) efficiency, (2) partition quality, (3) scalability, and (4) impact on the performance of graph analysis tasks.
Experimental setting. We start with the setting.
Datasets. We used three real-life power-law graphs: (a) PLD [26] , an undirected graph with 39 million nodes and 623 million edges, in which each node represents a pay-level domain and each edge indicates a hyperlink between a pair of domains; (b) Twitter [20] , a social network with 42 million users and 1.5 billion links; and (c) UKWeb [1] , a large Web graph with 106 million nodes and 3.7 billion edges.
We also generated synthetic graphs with size up to 440 million vertices and 14 billion edges, to test scalability.
Algorithms. We implemented approximate ParBVC − and ParBVC + (Section 3), and parallel HDRF + , HDRF − , Greedy + and Greedy − (Section 4), all in C++, compared with the following: (1) CH [17] , a consistent-hashing partitioner; in contrast to ParBVC + and ParBVC − , CH takes edge id as hashing key and hashes fragments to a unit circle; it also uses a virtual-sever method to balance load; (2) 2DHash [44] , a widely used hash-based vertex partitioner; (3) Libra [43] , a state-of-the-art degree-based hashing algorithm; and (4) stream partitioners HDRF and Greedy (Section 4). Since 2DHash, Libra, HDRF and Greedy do not support dynamic scaling, we mainly consider their partition quality.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our edge selection strategies of our generic scaling scheme, we implemented variants of HDRF + and Greedy + , also in C++. Denote by HDRF + s and HDRF + t the implementations of HDRF + with edge selection based on score and timestamp, respectively; similarly for Greedy + s and Greedy + t . The results reported for HDRF + and Greedy + take the average of two strategies. We also implemented a strategy that randomly chooses edges for scaling out, denoted by HDRF + r and Greedy + r , respectively. We parallelized the algorithms as described in Section 4.2. The mini-batch size is set to 256 by default.
The experiments were conducted on GRAPE, a parallel graph processing engine [11] , deployed on an HPC cluster of up to 36 machines, each with 12 cores powered by Intel Xeon 2.2GHz and 128GB memory, with a 10Gbps link between machines. Each experiment was repeated 5 times and the average is reported here.
Experimental results. We next report our findings.
Exp-1: Efficiency. We first evaluated the scaling time and migration cost of the algorithms. For ParBVC + and ParBVC − , we set balance factor = 0.1; the other algorithms do not take as a hard constraint on load balance.
Varying k. Fixing n = 96, we varied k from 20 to 100 (resp. 10 to 50) for scaling out (resp. in). We find the following. (2) 2DHash, Libra, HDRF and Greedy do not support dynamic scaling, and have to re-partition graphs. ParBVC + is 8.9, 7.4, 926.5 and 763.6 times faster than these methods, respectively, up to 13.1, 11.2, 1406.8 and 1224.8 times (not shown). This is because the re-partitioning methods need to (a) recompute edge assignments, and (b) move most edges (their migration cost is 2.9 times larger than ParBVC + ).
(3) The results for scaling in are consistent with scaling out. As shown in Fig. 5(d (4) CH incurs larger migration cost, on average 1.1 (resp. 1.2) times more than ParBVC + (resp. ParBVC − ). It is 2.7 (resp. 2.7) times slower than ParBVC + (resp. ParBVC − ) (see (1) ), since CH generates unbalanced partitions (Exp-2), which yield stragglers and slow down scaling. This verifies the effectiveness of our fragment placement strategy (Section 3.2).
(5) HDRF + and Greedy + (resp. HDRF − and Greedy − ) incur minimum migration cost. These are 1.37 and 1.37 (resp. 1.40 and 1.40) times better than ParBVC + (resp. ParBVC − ) on average, respectively. Nevertheless, they are slower than ParBVC + and ParBVC − . This is because during scaling they need to (a) compute the score w.r.t. all fragments to decide Figure 5 : Performance Evaluation the assignment of an edge, and (b) synchronize shared state. (6) HDRF + and Greedy + are on average 53.1 and 46.1 times faster than HDRF and Greedy, respectively. However, they take longer than hash-based CH for the same reason given in (5) above; similarly for HDRF − and Greedy − . (7) We also evaluated the impact of different initial partition numbers n. Fixing n = 48, we varied k from 20 to 100 (resp. 10 to 40) for scaling out (resp. scaling in). As shown in Fig. 5(e) on UKWeb, its scaling-out performance pattern is consistent with Fig. 5(a) when n = 96. The (scaling-in) results on Twitter and PLD are consistent (not shown).
Varying k n. Fixing n = 32, we varied k from 32 to 160 on UKWeb to evaluate scaling-out algorithms when k n. As shown in Fig. 5(f Varying n. Fixing k/n = 1/3, we varied n from 32 to 160 on UKWeb. The results on Twitter and PLD are consistent.
As shown in Fig. 5(g) , (1) ParBVC + beats CH, HDRF + and Greedy + by 2.8, 18.5 and 17.4 times on average, respectively.
(2) HDRF + and Greedy + are 59.4 and 54.9 times faster than HDRF and Greedy, respectively (HDRF and Greedy are not shown). (3) When n is larger, all algorithms take less time. (4) HDRF + and Greedy + are not very sensitive to n as when n increases, so does their communication cost. ParBVC + and CH have better parallel scalability: they are 4.3 and 3.4 times faster when n varies from 32 to 160, respectively. This is because (a) consistent hashing reduces migration cost; and (b) the hash computation can be efficiently parallelized.
As shown in Fig. 5(h) , the results for scaling in are consistent with Fig. 5(g) . In particular, ParBVC − outperforms CH, HDRF − and Greedy − by 2.9, 19.5 and 18.4 times on average, respectively. When n increases from 32 to 160, ParBVC − and CH are 5.3 and 3.6 times faster, respectively.
Exp-2: Partition quality. We next evaluated (a) the replication factor f , and (b) balance factor . We also evaluated (c) the effectiveness of the edge selection strategies (Section 4.2) for stream partitioners. We used UKWeb; the results on Twitter and PLD are consistent (not shown). (1) Varying k. As shown in Fig. 5(i) , the replication factors of all algorithms for scaling out become larger when n or k increases. Moreover, observe the following. That is, HDRF + t performs well even when the configuration is changed substantially (when k > n). This is because HDRF + t (i) retains data locality as HDRF by assigning edges to where their vertices are located and cutting vertices with large degrees; and (ii) rectifies "bad edge assignments" by reassigning edges based on the information of graphs.
(b) HDRF + t also does better than re-partitioning algorithms Libra, 2DHash and Greedy on average by 1.8, 2.5 and 1.3 times, respectively. It is even better than HDRF in most cases, which re-partitions graphs starting from scratch. This is because (i) early incoming edges incur bad locality since their assignments by HDRF use little information of graphs; and (ii) HDRF + t utilizes more information, e.g., the degrees of processed vertices, and rectifies the "bad" assignments when scaling out. This shows that our generic scaling scheme does not come with a price of partition quality.
(c) The replication factor of CH is on average larger than 20 (not shown). ParBVC + and Libra have comparable replication factors, since both of them employ a degree-based approach and hence retain good locality. On average, they outperform other hash-based algorithms CH and 2DHash by 3.4 and 1.4 times, respectively, up to 3.8 and 1.6 times.
(d) The results of scaling in are consistent. As shown in Fig. 5(j) , on average HDRF − outperforms Greedy − , ParBVC − , CH, Libra, 2DHash, HDRF and Greedy by 1.3, 2.3, 8.8, 2.4, 3.5, 1.1 and 1.4 times, respectively. As opposed to scaling out, the replication factors of all algorithms for scaling in decrease when k increases.
(e) The timestamp based edge selection strategy works the best. On average the replication factor of HDRF + t (resp. Greedy + t ) is 1.1 and 1.4 (resp. 1.1 and 1.2) times better than HDRF + s and HDRF + r (resp. Greedy + s and Greedy + r ). (f) As in Exp-1, we also tested the case when n = 48. As shown in Fig. 5(k) , the results are consistent with Fig. 5 (i). This shows that our algorithms have a stable performance pattern regardless of the initial partition number n.
(2) Varying k n. As in Exp-1, we also set n = 32 and varied k from 32 to 160. As shown in Fig. 5(l) , the replication factors of all scaling-out algorithms except the stream-based variants, i.e., HDRF + , HDRF + r , Greedy + , and Greedy + r , increase when k gets larger. (a) When k varies from 32 to 160, the replication factor of HDRF + increases from 2.8 to 3.0. It beats Greedy + , ParBVC + , CH, Libra and 2DHash by 1.2, 2.5, 8.9, 2.5 and 3.7 times, respectively. (b) The replication factors of HDRF + , HDRF + r , Greedy + and Greedy + r get slightly smaller when k > 96. This is because (i) when k > 96, most of edges have to be moved; (ii) these algorithms rectify edges assignment during scaling. (c) HDRF + (resp. Greedy + ) has comparable replication factor to HDRF (resp. Greedy). Balance factor. We next evaluated the balance factor. Table 1 shows the balance factors for scaling out when n = 96 and k = 40 on average over the three real-life graphs.
(1) HDRF + does the best in most cases. Its balance factor is as small as 0.003. The balance factor of Greedy + varies from 0.001 to 0.095. It is not as balanced as HDRF + since (a) it puts less weight on balance score than HDRF + (see Section 4.2) and (b) it may assign edges based on highdegree vertices and cut vertices with relatively low degree. Even so, Greedy + still does better than Greedy in balance.
(2) ParBVC + enforces a user-defined balance factor = 0.1 by its rebalancing stage (Section 3.2). In contrast, CH and 2DHash have as large as 3.46 and 1.16, respectively. Libra has a smaller , but it is not efficient as ParBVC + (Exp-1).
(3) The balance factor of CH is much worse than ParBVC + , from 23.1 to 34.6 times, since it uses hash function to place fragments and its virtual-server strategy does not improve balance much when m n, i.e., when there are far more edges than fragments as found in our setting. This verifies the benefit of our fragment placement strategy.
(4) The results for scaling in are consistent (not shown). HDRF − achieves the best balance factor in most cases, while ParBVC − guarantees a user-defined balance factor.
We also evaluated the impact of user-imposed balance factor by setting = 0.1 and 0.3 for ParBVC + and ParBVC −
CONCLUSION
To the best of our knowledge, this work is a first systematic study of dynamic scaling for parallel graph computations. We have provided (a) the complexity of the problem and its dominating factor, (b) parallel approximate algorithms with provable bounds on migration cost and partition quality, and (c) the first generic scheme for scaling existing vertex partitioners with (relative) bounds. Our empirical study has verified that the solutions are promising.
One topic for future work is to adapt the methods to edgecut and improve the bounds. Another topic is to study online scaling, to adjust partitions in response to load surges without interrupting ongoing computations.
